
Painting with oil and cold Wax  Trish Vevera, Instructor

Artist Statement:  Combining her love of outdoor “plein air painting” with
the challenge of abstracting the landscape, Trish provides a contemporary
rendering of a realistic environment.  

Bio/Resume:  Painting with watercolor/oils/acrylics/mixed media, Trish received
progressive degrees in art/education from Grinnell college Iowa, 
The University of Iowa, and The University of Illinois.  She has taught
at the high school, community college, art groups, and private levels.

Art Memberships/Affiliations: 
Artist’s Workshop New Smyrna Beach, 
Flagler County Art League,
Florida Women’s Art Association
Gargiulo Arts Foundation
Lotus Gallery & Fine Framing,  Palm 
Pineapple Gallery, Flagler Beach

www.fineartamerica.com/profiles/trish-vevera.html

This is an introductory workshop acquainting painters with the oil and  cold wax method. 
 
Day 1:  Demo , definitions, and description of techniques, methods, and supplies.
             Students will practice several techniques and methods using different supplies.
Day 2:  Demo and further student exploration.
             Students will continue to use their favorite techniques to create small art work(s).

Cold wax and oils use a hard surface as a base.  Results are a matte finish 
using layers of paint/wax while creating a textured and translucent surface

Supplies: 
1.  Instructor will supply cold wax medium.
2. Class participants will need to bring:  Up to 10 pieces 12 x 12  nothing larger than 16 x 20)
     Painting surfaces:  Choose from these :
Arches Oil Paper, wood panels–--
gessobord, wood panels, cradled birch panels 
(do not bring canvas paper pads, stretch canvas or canvas covered board) 
Ampersand brand is popular

Oil paint ( professional grade is best), palette( bigger is better)
Newsprint, soft rubber or foam brayers 1-2 inch, 
palette knives, paper towels, wooden skewers, note/drawing pad,
gloves,  pieces of cardboard, old credit cards, brushes, painter’s tape 2-3”,  kitchen tools, 
mineral spirits or odorless turpentine to clean  up ( covered tin can)
apron, wax paper, 
For reality based paintings bring drawings or photos.
For abstract based paintings bring your inspiration ,images, words
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